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The dream of a paradise holiday tailored to your wishes, ideas and opportunities with Costa
Rica Reisen.de you have the chance to realize it! jerrylaetzsch@yahoo.com please contac me
Jerry Strasburger coordinator and organizer...

costaricareisen.de is one of the most important web sites for people interested in a door way
to Central America's nature habitats. This is the main reason for Costa Rica reisen to be of
service to you all. Here at our web site we will help you not only to know nature at its best. But
also to know why is one of the most important countries in central america to visit, and should
help you also to ease your way into most of latin america. via also visitcostarica.de
Our customs and peaceful way of life is a natural way to help you relax and be yourself.
Especially when it comes to your own holidays. Here at CR reisen.de we will make it our
best of our 12 plus years of experience in tour guiding and helping people to get around Costa
Rica and Central America.
To make it the best time you can have during these especial days away from your everyday
ROUTINE.
Nice beaches populated with palm trees, coconut trees and Iguanas creeping on the trees, loud
waves crashing to the beach one after another, high tides, low tides, and seas of water,water,
and more water, white foam and its zissiling sound can just make you want to live in a
permanent holiday by the beach or on the beach.
Or forget who and where you come from, even if is only for a moment or a space of some
minutes this can make it all the better for you or whoever is with you at the moment. Not only
are you going off the beaten track but you're going to experience some very unique times with
nature and its people.
Snorkel in a natural reef with tropical fish and many other colorful fish.
Hike in the local forest and hear birds sing and monkeys yell at you for invading there territory.
And when is all quite, just have fun listening to the forest quieteness and seeing for yourself the
many colors of green and red from the trees and flowers and orchids plus the mountain views
that can't be replace by any picture.
We have worked along Cost Rica's top tour companies for many years and in other latin
countries as well but our concern is to give you the best we have. Please don't hesitate to ask
for a custom made tour especially for your needs. We at cr reisen.de also challenge you to
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really bring the adventurer in you, so we can help you be yourself in your holidays.
Many greetings from the Costaricareisen team and thank you!.......... Our experience as tour
guides and doing tours go as far as 12 years or more and we have been traveling along this
paths for more than 20 years.
Our team consists of native speakers in German,English, and of course Spanish

Our company - with over twenty years of experience in the tourism industry will help you to
escape the gray everyday routine, to explore the beautiful Costa Rica and other regions of
Central America..........
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